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authors.
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REAL FAKE NEWS!
 Alright guys, can I be real with you? Truth is, I’ve been getting real tired of solving the Wordle on the 
sixth try every damn day. To put the final nail in the coffin, I just read that Wordle was programmed by some 
loser on Reddit so his girlfriend would have sex with him. WTF?! First of all, the fact that Wordle is just an 
algorithm and not a real dude picking a random weird British word every day is very disappointing. Second of 
all, is that really the secret to getting laid? Making a puzzle game? It’s time we test out this theory. 
 I have invented my own game, right here in the Bullsheet. I call it Newsle Locker Room News Real 
Fake News! The game is simple: I have just spent the day selecting twelve (12) real news headlines from this 
weekend. Each real headline has been broken up into three parts/components, and completely re-scrambled 
to form twelve (12) new fake news headlines, each with its own short little fake news blurb, written by me. 
Unscramble each headline to find the twelve original headlines, check your answers on the back of this sheet, 
and you win! The twist: one of these headlines is real. Happy unscrambling! 

 1.) Spotify announces addition of NFTs, saying listeners are “fast-tracking russian millionaires”
 Spotify exec states: “if those stupid loaded Russians can have the cool monkeys, why can’t we all   
 stream them?”
 2.) Bruce Springsteen guitarist Nils Lofgren plans to pay athletes to become obsessed with   
 Wordle - it’s genius
 It’s so smart! Athletes love words and reading and learning!
 3.) UK urged to suspend Amazon apology after defeating the Kansas City Chiefs
 UK: “Yeah I don’t know why we’re allowed to play in this league either, is this what that show Ted  
 Lasso is about?”
 4.) Alexa whistleblower demands we bring superintelligent machines back to life
 “Alexa, play Whistle by Flo Rida” was the last straw for the robot zombies...
	 5.)	13	people	hospitalized	due	to	the	Super	Bowl	for	the	first	time	since	woolly	mammoths	
 We all miss the days football was played by men on hairy elephants. Back then they called it “soccer!”
 6.) The Cincinnati Bengals are joining protest of an Ohio swimming pool
 Oh no! Uzomah twisted his knee getting into the Mitchell hot tub!
 7.) How could these scientists bring so many people to criticize Joe Rogan COVID-19 
 misinformation?
 Calm down, science! We just think it’s funny to listen to stupid people!
 8.) CIA used Westlife single as a part of torture program
 Is Westlife still making music? Also who tf is Westlife?
 9.) The future of AI: content warnings in response to sabotaging Beijing Olympics
 If robots can’t destroy the Olympics games, they’ll sure as hell warn people about it!
 10.) There’s a reason why ‘golden visas’ lead to jailing and torture
 And that reason is gold SUCKS! OG Visa gang all day
 11.) China says the United States “doesn’t get it”
 ...And they are probably right! And also probably Joker fans.
 12.) Ubisoft exec defends dangerous carbon monoxide levels
 Something something Assassin’s Creed something something microtransactions 

You think you got it? Answers on the back!
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ANSWERS

Potatoes and 
molasses!

1.) Spotify announces content warnings in response to Joe Rogan COVID-19 misinformation criticism

2.) Bruce Springsteen guitarist Nils Lofgren joins protest of Spotify over COVID misinformation

3.) UK urged to suspend ‘golden visas’ after fast-tracking of Russian millionaires 

4.) Alexa whistleblower demands Amazon apology after being jailed and tortured
 
5.) 13 people hospitalized due to dangerous carbon monoxide levels at an Ohio swimming pool

6.)	The	Cincinnati	Bengals	are	heading	to	the	Super	Bowl	for	the	first	time	since	1989	after	defeating	the	
Kansas City Chiefs 

7.) Could these scientists bring the woolly mammoth back to life? 
 
8.) REAL! CIA used Westlife single as a part of torture program. 

9.) The future of AI: can we control superintelligent machines?

10.) There’s a reason why so many people are obsessed with Wordle - it’s genius

11.) China says the United States plans to pay athletes to sabotage Beijing Olympics 

12.) Ubisoft exec defends NFTs, saying players “don’t get it”

Do you have any great suggestions for events at the 
Moonies? Have you ever thought “Golly gee, I’m just 
chock full of great ideas but nobody’s willing to help 
me make them possible”?  Do you have roughly two 
hours a week to devote to making things HAPPEN?

JOIN THE MOON HALL 
PROGRAMMING BOARD.

You could be the hot-shot pitching ideas for events 
that everyone will be talking about for weeks. You 
could be convincing your parents that you’re getting 
involved around here. You could be making Denison 
the campus that YOU want to see.

Scan that QR code, and if that doesn’t work then 
email Denison’s very own Jade Croucher at 
croucherj@denison.edu If you have the time to read 
the sheet, you have the time to join the Moon Hall 
Programming Board. (You’ll get free snacks too!)

MAKE CAMPUS GREAT AND BRAG ABOUT IT ON YOUR LINKEDIN!!!

- Jack May, Real Fake News Reporter


